Park Rules
Ponds

Fires

Please be aware that the water is deep in both of the
ponds on the park and children must be supervised at all
times. Paddling, swimming and fishing are prohibited in
all ponds.

No open fires or fire lanterns are permitted on site for
any purpose.

Facilities

No fireworks may be bought onto or used on the site.

We reserve the right to alter or withdraw amenities
or facilities (including Hot Tubs) without prior notice
when necessary due to repairs, maintenance, weather
conditions or circumstances beyond our control.

Unreasonable Behaviour
We reserve the right to terminate a holiday at any time if
the behaviour of anyone in your party is likely to impair
the enjoyment, comfort or health of other guests or
members of staff. Please respect the privacy of guests in
other lodges and keep noise after 10pm to a minimum.
Music played outside the lodges must be kept to a
reasonable volume and should not be played after 10pm.
The use of bad language will not be tolerated. In these
circumstances refund of booking monies will not be made.

Children
All children on site remain the responsibility of
their parents/guardians. Children should not be left
unattended in the lodges and should not be allowed to
stray away from the open areas of the park.

Hot tubs
Reasonable behaviour should be maintained in hot tubs
and care taken not to cause offense to other guests.

BBQs
Care must be taken to avoid excess smoke affecting
adjacent lodges. Charcoal barbecues must be fully
extinguished after use.

Pets
Please keep dogs on a lead around neighbouring lodges.
Clean up after them at all times. Bins are provided at the
refuse point.

Fireworks
Your vehicles
Your vehicle, accessories and contents, are left entirely at
your risk. We are not responsible for any loss or damage
caused to any vehicle left on the premises.

Vehicle Speed
The speed limit in the lodge park is 5mph, we are a
family friendly park and ask all drivers to do so with great
consideration to pedestrians, cyclists and wildlife. Driving
or parking on the grass is not permitted at any time.

Refuse
Please use refuse bins provided. The main bin store is
situated at the bottom of entrance driveway. No refuse
bags are to be left outside lodges as these are frequently
damaged by animals and can encourage vermin.

Recreation
No ball games may be played in the vicinity of other lodges.

Polite notice
Please can we ask you to refrain from flushing any wet
wipes, cosmetic wipes, nappies and ear buds down the
toilet systems.

Light Pollution
Exterior lighting should be kept to a minimum and
should be turned off after midnight.

Wildlife
This park has an abundance of wildlife which must not
be interfered with in any way. Dogs must not be allowed
to chase or harass any wild animal. We discourage the
practice of feeding wild animals as this can attract vermin.

